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Abstract

Parsing schemata are high-level descriptions of pars-

ing algorithms. This paper is concerned with pars-

ing schemata for di�erent grammar formalisms. We

separate the description of parsing steps from that

of grammatical properties by means of abstract pars-

ing schemata. We de�ne an abstract Earley schema

and prove it correct. We obtain Earley schemata for

several grammar formalisms by specifying the gram-

matical properties in the abstract Earley schema.

Our approach o�ers a clear and well-de�ned inter-

face between a parsing algorithm and a grammar.

Moreover, it provides a precise criterion for the clas-

sifaction of parsing algorithms.

Keywords: parsing schema, speci�cation, context-

free transition grammar

1 Introduction

Parsing schemata have been proposed mainly by

Sikkel [11] as a means for specifying and compar-

ing parsing algorithms for context-free grammars

(CFG). A parsing schema describes the steps that

a parsing algorithm takes in order to �nd the deriva-

tions of an input string. Formally, a parsing schema

is a deduction system (I;`) where I is a set of parse

items or simply items, and ` is a deduction rela-

tion. For example, Fig. 1 shows the parsing schema

for Earley's CFG parsing algorithm [2], where G =

(N;�; P; S) is a CFG and w = a1 : : : an 2 �� is an

input string. Intuitively, an item [A ! ���0; i; j]

can be read as saying that a constituent of type A

starts at position i (that is, with ai+1) and has been

partially recognized until position j (that is, it cov-

ers ai+1 : : : aj), where � is the recognized part and

�0 has yet to be recognized. More precisely, [A !

���0; i; j] is deducible, notation: `� [A ! ���0; i; j],

i� for some � 2 (N [ �)�: S=)
G

* a1 : : : aiA� and

�=)
G

* ai+1 : : : aj . Therefore, `� [S ! � ; 0; n] i�

S=)
G

* w; that is, i� w 2 L(G).

A parsing schema leaves the order in which parsing

steps are performed unspeci�ed. A chart parser can

be seen as the canonical implementation of a parsing

schema [12].

Within the last 35 years several parsing algorithms

for CFG have been developed, and parsing schemata

constitute a well-de�ned level of abstraction for the

description and comparison of these algorithms [11].

At the same time, on the other hand, a number of

new grammar formalisms were conceived, some of

which are considered later in this paper. The gen-

eral goal was always to have a more adequate de-

vice for the description of natural languages while at

the same time retaining the polynomial time com-

plexity of the parsing problem. For most of these

grammars polynomial time parsing algorithms have

been presented, usually by adapting algorithms for

CFG, but in most cases the relation between a pars-

ing algorithm for CFG and its adaption is stated

only informally [10, 14]. This means that a correct-

ness proof for the adapted algorithm must be made

from scratch.

In [11] the relations between di�erent parsing sche-

mata for CFG are made precise. This paper aims at

establishing a precise relation between parsing sche-

mata for di�erent (but related) grammar formalisms,

in particular one that is correctness preserving (that

is, when a parsing schema for CFG is adapted to a

di�erent grammar formalism, its correctness is pre-

served). Besides CFG, we consider the ID/LP (Im-

mediate Dominance, Linear Precedence) grammar

format in which vertical and horizontal aspects of

syntactic structure are treated separately [4], and

ECFG (Extended Context-Free Grammars), a gener-

alization of CFG where the generated languages are

still context-free [13]. The ID/LP format is used in

Generalized Phrase-Structure Grammar (GPSG) [4]

while ECFG appear, in a restricted form, in Lexical-

Functional Grammar (LFG) [7].

In order to relate parsing schemata for di�erent

grammar formalisms in a precise way, we present ab-

stract parsing schemata; that is, parsing schemata

that abstract away from grammatical properties as

much as possible. An abstract parsing schema is a

parsing schema that leaves the form of the grammar

unspeci�ed except for some minimum requirements.

A parsing schema for a particular grammar is ob-

tained simply by providing an appropriate speci�-

cation of the grammatical properties in the abstract
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I = f[A! ���0; i; j] jA! ��0 2 P; 0 � i � j � ng

` [S ! �; 0; 0] (Init)

[A! ��B�0; i; j] ` [B ! �; j; j] (Predict)

[A! ��aj+1�
0; i; j] ` [A! �aj+1��

0; i; j + 1] (Scan)

[A! ��B�0; i; j]; [B ! � ; j; k] ` [A! �B��0; i; k] (Compl)

Figure 1: The Earley parsing schema.

parsing schema. This process is called specialization.

In this way we achieve a speci�cation of a parsing al-

gorithm that is modular in the sense that the steps

taken by the algorithm when computing derivations

are speci�ed independently from its interface to the

grammar formalism.

The correctness of a parsing schema can be proven

on the level of the abstract parsing schema, and the

correctness of any parsing schema derived from it

by specialization follows immediately from the con-

struction. Besides, this method yields also a precise

criterion for the classi�cation of parsing schemata:

A parsing schema for some grammar formalism is an

Earley schema precisely if it can be obtained from

the abstract Earley parsing schema by specialization.

Other so-called \Earley" parsing schemata (e.g. [1])

consist of modi�ed deduction steps and should be

called \Earley-like" parsing schemata.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we

consider the grammar formalism dependent proper-

ties of di�erent Earley schemata. In Sect. 3 we de-

�ne context-free transition grammars (CFTG) as an

abstraction of the format of context-free productions

and give some examples of specializations. In Sect. 4

we de�ne an Earley schema for CFTG and prove it

correct. This is the abstract Earley parsing schema.

Finally, an application of the technique to a grammar

that is based on descriptions of syntactic structures

(as opposed to derivations) is discussed in Sect. 5.

Earley's algorithm is used as an example through-

out the paper, but the technique can be used to give

abstract descriptions of other parsing algorithms as

well.

2 Grammar Formalism Depen-

dent Properties

In order to �nd out which parts of a parsing schema

are grammar formalism dependent, consider two

other Earley parsing schemata, namely for Imme-

diate Dominance, Linear Precedence (ID/LP) gram-

mars [4] (Fig. 2) and Extended Context-Free Gram-

mars (ECFG) [13] (Fig. 3). In Fig. 2, G =

(N;�; P; LP; S) is an ID/LP grammar where P is a

set of immediate dominance productions of the form

A ! M with M a multiset over N [ �. A ! M

encodes the set of all CF productions of the form

A ! X1 : : : Xk with fX1; : : : ; Xkg = M . LP is a

set of linear precedence constraints. For simplicity

we represent LP as a subset of (N [ �)�. A string

� is wellformed with respect to the LP constraints

i� � 2 LP . An ID/LP Earley algorithm was pre-

sented in [10]. A partial constituent, represented by

an item [A ! ��M; i; j], is expanded as follows: a

symbol B 2 M is chosen and B is removed from

M and apppended to the string �, provided �B

satis�es the LP constraints. This yields the item

[A! �B�M n fBg; i; k].

An Earley parsing schema for ECFG is shown in

Fig. 3. ECFG are a generalization of CFG where

the right-hand side of a production de�nes a regular

language1 over N [�. In Fig. 3 the right-hand sides

of productions are represented as �nite automata.

A �nite automaton with input alphabet N [ � is a

tuple (N [ �; Q; q0; �; Qf ), with state set Q, initial

state q0, �nal (or accepting) states Qf , and tran-

sition relation � � Q � (N [ �) � Q [15]. With-

out loss of generalization, there are no "-transitions.

We can, without loss of generalization, assume that

the automata in the right-hand sides are all disjoint;

thus let Q be the set of all states of all automata,

Qf the set of all �nal states, � the (disjoint) union

of all transition relations, and assume that produc-

tions are of the form A ! q0 where q0 is an initial

state. A partial constituent, represented by an item

[A! ��q; i; j] where q is a state, is expanded by ap-

pending a symbol B to � only if there is a transition

from q to some state q0 that consumes B; that is, if

(q; B; q0) 2 �. This yields [A! �B�q0; i; k].

The schemata in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 are quite sim-

ilar. In fact, an Earley item is always of the form

[A! ���; i; j] where A is a (possibly complex) sym-

bol, � is a string of symbols and 0 � i � j. The

symbols in � are the children of a partial constituent

that this item represents. Constituents are built by

successively appending new children to �. The Init

step deduces an Earley item [A ! ��; 0; 0] (where

� is empty) where A ! � is a production. � can

be regarded as an agenda, specifying possible ways

1: In [13] the language de�ned by a right-hand side can even

be context-free.



I = f[A! ��M; i; j] j� = X1 : : :Xk; A!M [ fX1; : : : ; Xkg 2 Pg

` [S ! �M; 0; 0] (Init)

[A! ��M [ fBg; i; j] ` [B ! �M 0; j; j] i� �B 2 LP (Predict)

[A! ��M [ faj+1g; i; j] ` [A! �aj+1�M; i; j + 1] i� �aj+1 2 LP (Scan)

[A! ��M [ fBg; i; j]; [B ! �;; j; k] ` [A! �B�M; i; k] i� �B 2 LP (Compl)

Figure 2: The ID/LP Earley parsing schema.

I = f[A! ��q; i; j] jA 2 N; q 2 Q; 0 � i � j � ng

` [S ! �q0; 0; 0] i� S ! q0 2 P (Init)

[A! ��q; i; j] ` [B ! �q0; j; j] i� B ! q0 2 P , 9q0 : (q; B; q0) 2 � (Predict)

[A! ��q; i; j] ` [A! �aj+1�q
0; i; j + 1] i� (q; aj+1; q

0) 2 � (Scan)

[A! ��q; i; j]; [B ! �qf ; j; k] ` [A! �B�q0; i; k] i� qf 2 Qf , (q; B; q
0) 2 � (Compl)

Figure 3: The Earley parsing schema for ECFG.

to continue a partial constituent. This � is the only

grammar formalism speci�c part of an Earley item.

The realizations for � for CFG, ID/LP grammars

and ECFG are shown in Table 1. The second item in

a Complete step represents a complete constituent.

It is called a complete item. Realizations for � in

complete items are also shown in Table 1. The Pre-

dict, Scan and Complete steps all involve obtaining a

symbol B from the agenda � as well as a new agenda

�0. The conditions for this transition are also shown

in the table.

3 Context-Free Transition

Grammars

In order to separate the description of parsing

steps from that of grammatical properties we de�ne

context-free transition grammars (CFTG) that de-

scribe the propagation of information in the Earley

items on the greatest possible level of abstraction.

In Sect. 4 we de�ne an Earley parsing schema for

CFTG. Every true Earley parsing schema for any

grammar can be regarded as a particular instance of

that CFTG Earley schema.

In the previous section we have seen which infor-

mation is contained in an Earley item and how it is

propagated between items:

� productions are of the form A! � where � can

be left completely unspeci�ed.

� for some instances of �, an Earley item [A !

���; i; j] represents a complete constituent.

� there is some way to make a transition from �

to a new �0 that may depend on � and yields a

symbol B (see Table 1).

Note that �0 need not be uniquely determined, as for

example in the case of ID/LP grammars and ECFG.

Also, there may not be a transition at all from some

�. � will be called a state. If [A ! ���; i; j] repre-

sents a complete constituent then � is called a �nal

state. A state together with a string � is called a con-

�guration. Observe that the right-hand side of a dot-

ted production in an Earley item [A! ���; i; j] is a

con�guration. We denote con�gurations with (�; �).

Actually, we consider transitions not between two

states � and �0 but between two con�gurations, so

we can include the conditions on � and B in the tran-

sition relation. Therefore, a transition is denoted as

(�; �) `c (�
0; �B) where `c is the transition relation

(the subscript c distinguishes it from the deduction

relation in a parsing schema). A construction of a

constituent consists of a sequence of items

[A! ��0; i; i] ` [A! X1��1; i; j1]

` [A! X1X2��2; i; j2] ` : : :

With this sequence we associate a sequence of con-

�gurations

(�0; ") `c (�1; X1) `c (�2; X1X2) `c : : :

A construction of a constituent (and the associated

sequence of con�gurations) may end when the con-

stituent is complete, i.e. when �n is a �nal state.

Observe that a con�guration (�; �) looks like a

con�guration (or instaneous description) of a �nite

automaton, where � is a state of the automaton and

� is the remaining input [15]. `c is similar to the

transition relation between instaneous descriptions

of a �nite automaton, except that each transition



CFG ID/LP ECFG

� string multiset state

� (complete item) " ; �nal state

��� ` �B��0 � = B�0 � = �0 [ fBg,

�B 2 LP

(�; B;�0) 2 �

Table 1: Grammar formalism speci�c parts of the Earley parsing schema.

generates a new symbol instead of consuming a sym-

bol from the input. Note also that we do not consider

a transition relation between states and symbols, i.e.

of the form � � M� V �M, where M is a set of

states and V is a set of symbols|instead the transi-

tion relation between con�gurations is considered to

be basic. In �nite automata the transition relation

between instaneous descriptions is derived from that

between states.

Let M be a set of states and MF a set of �nal

states. The reexive and transitive closure of `c is

denoted with `�
c
; that is, (�; �) `�

c
(�0; �0) i� for

some n � 0, �0 = �X1 : : :Xn and there are states

�1; : : : ;�n�1 2M such that

(�; �) `c (�1; �X1) `c : : :

� � � `c (�n�1; �X1 : : : Xn1
) `c (�

0; �0):

Sequences of transitions generate strings in the fol-

lowing sense: A state � 2 M generates a string � if

there is a transition sequence from (�; ") to (�0; �)

where �0 is a �nal state (similarly, a �nite automaton

accepts a string � precisely if there is a sequence of

transitions from the intial state to an accepting state

that consumes � entirely). The language de�ned by

a state � is the set of all strings generated by �:

L(�) = f� j 9�0 2MF : (�; ") `�
c
(�0; �)g:

In a context-free transition grammar (CFTG) the

productions substitute a state (rather than a string)

for a symbol. As a further generalization we let a

CFTG have a set of start symbols rather than a sin-

gle start symbol.

De�nition 1 (CFTG). A CFTG G is a tuple

(N;�;M;MF ;`G; P; S) where

� N is a �nite set of nonterminal symbols,

� � is a �nite set of terminal symbols,

� M is a �nite set of states,

� M �MF is a set of �nal states,

� `G � (M� (N [�))2 is a binary relation of the

form (�; �) `G (�0; �B),

� P � N �M is a set of productions written as

A! � and

� S � N is a set of start symbols.

The state � in a production A ! � can be re-

garded as an initial state. In a CFTG derivation

A ! � is applied to a string by substituting some

string � 2 L(�) for A. Let V = N [ �. The

derivation relation =)
G

� V � � V � is de�ned by

A�=)
G

�� i� for some production A ! � 2 P ,

� 2 L(�). =)
G

* is the reexive and transitive clo-

sure of =)
G

. The language de�ned by a CFTG is the

set of strings of terminal symbols that are derivable

from some start symbol:

L(G) = fw 2 �� j 9A 2 S : A=)
G

* wg:

A CFTG is said to represent a grammarG0 (where

G0 is a CFG, ID/LP grammar, etc.) i� G and G0

have the same derivation trees. A CFTG G that

represents a grammar G0 is called a CFTG represen-

tation of G0. For the following examples we refer

the reader to the considerations in Sect. 2 and, in

particular, to Table 1.

Example 1. Let G = (N;�; P; S) be a CFG with-

out "-productions. Then (N;�;M;MF ;`G; P; fSg)

is a CFTG representation of G whereM = f�0 j 9� :

A ! ��0 2 Pg, MF = f"g and (X�0; �) `G
(�0; �X) i� X 2 N [ � and X�0 2 M.

Example 2. Let G = (N;�; P; LP; S) be an ID/LP

grammar where LP � (N [ �)� (cf. Sect. 2). Then

(N;�;M;MF ;`G; P; fSg) is a CFTG representa-

tion of G where M = fM j 9A ! M 0 2 P; M �

M 0g, MF = f;g and (M;�) `G (M 0; �X) i� M =

M 0 [ fXg and �X 2 LP .

Example 3. Let G = (N;�; P; S) be an ECFG

(cf. Sect. 2). Let Q be the set of all states of all

automata in G, Qf the set of all �nal states and

� � Q� (N [�)�Q the (disjoint) union of the tran-

sition relations. Then (N;�; Q;Qf ;`G; P; fSg) is a

CFTG representation of G where (q; �) `G (q0; �X)

i� (q;X; q0) 2 �.

4 An Earley Parsing Schema

for CFTG

An Earley parsing schema for a CFTG is shown in

Fig. 4. In an item [A! ���; i; j], the state � encodes

the information about how a partial constituent can

be expanded. In order to give a precise de�nition of



I = f[A! ���; i; j] jA 2 N; � 2 (N [ �)�; � 2 M; 0 � i � j � ng

` [S ! ��; 0; 0] i� S ! � 2 P (Init)

[A! ���; i; j] ` [B ! ��0; j; j] i� 9�
0 : (�; �) `G (�0; �B) (Predict)

[A! ���; i; j] ` [A! �aj+1��
0; i; j + 1] i� (�; �) `G (�0; �aj+1) (Scan)

[A! ���; i; j]; [B ! ��f ; j; k] ` [A! �B��0; i; k] i� �f 2MF , (�; �) `G (�0; �B) (Compl)

Figure 4: The Earley parsing schema for CFTG.

the semantics of the items we need a more general

notion of derivation that is capable of describing the

derivation of partial constituents. A partial deriva-

tion step is a derivation step where a symbol A in

a string is replaced with a con�guration (�; �) such

that for some production A ! �0: (�0; ") `�
G
(�; �).

If � is a �nal state, it can be discarded, so that in

this case we obtain the usual derivation relation =)
G

.

Note that the Earley algorithm builds constituents

always from left to right. By induction on the deduc-

tion steps in Fig. 4 it follows that partial derivation

steps are performed only on rightmost symbols in a

string. Therefore we can collect all the states that

are introduced by partial derivation steps in a se-

quence of states; that is, we consider pairs (;�)

where � is a sequence of states. A pair (;�) is

called a super con�guration.2 When a partial deriva-

tion step is performed on a sequence (A;�) where

A is going to be replaced with (�; �), � is tacked to

the left edge of �, so we obtain (�;��). If � is a

�nal state we can also obtain (�;�).

Non-rightmost symbols can only be replaced with

strings using the conventional derivation relation.

The extended derivation relation is also denoted with

=)
G

. Which one is used is always clear from the con-

text.

Let G = (N;�;m; P; S). The extended derivation

relation is de�ned by the clauses:

� (A;�)=)
G
(�;��) i� 9A! �0 2 P :

(�0; ") `�
G
(�; �).

� (A�;�)=)
G

(��;�) i� A�=)
G

��.

Theorem 1. 1. (;�)=)
G

*(0;�) i� =)
G

* 0.

2. w 2 L(G) i� for some A 2 S: (A; ")=)
G

*(w; ").

Proof. 1. follows from the de�nitions by induction on

the length of derivations. 2. is a direct consequence

of 1.

The following theorem is given without proof; the

proof is similar to the correctness proof given in [12].

Theorem 2 (Correctness). `� [A ! ���; i; j] in

the parsing schema in Fig. 4 i� the conditions are

satis�ed:

� for some A0 2 S, for some �:

(A0; ")=)
G

*(a1 : : : aiA;�).

� (A; ")=)
G

(�;�).

� �=)
G

* ai+1 : : : aj .

5 Further Applications

The ideas expressed in linguistic theories put forward

in the 1980s by Noam Chomsky, the so-called The-

ory of Government & Binding [5] suggest that syn-

tactic structures of natural languages should be de-

scribed rather than derived. This entails that syntac-

tic structures should not be seen as derivation trees

of production-based grammars but as structures in

some appropriate class (e.g. trees over some appro-

priate label domain) that satisfy certain wellformed-

ness conditions; the latter constitute the grammar.

From a model-theoretic point of view, wellformed-

ness conditions are just formulas in a logical lan-

guage, and a wellformed syntactic structure is a

model of the grammar. The connection between

models (syntactic structures) and strings (sentences)

is established via a yield function3. The parsing

problem can then be stated as the problem: Given a

string w and a grammar G, �nd the modelsM with

M j= G and yield(M) = w.

In order to �nd parsing algorithms for a grammar

G that consists of logical formulas, there are basically

two possible ways:

� transform G into an equivalent grammar G0

with productions, where G and G0 are consid-

ered equivalent i� the derivation trees of G0 are

precisely the models of G; then use a parsing

algorithm for G0, or

� direct parsing of G.

The �rst alternative has been investigated, for ex-

ample, in [8]. The second alternative is still an

2: There is some connection here to the item push-down

automaton of a CFG [15].

3: The yield of a tree is usually de�ned to be the sequence

of its leaves in left to right order.



open problem. However, provided that the logical

language in which wellformedness conditions are ex-

pressed is su�ciently restricted, we can �nd an Ear-

ley parsing schema by providing a CFTG represen-

tation for G. In [9] it is shown how a CFTG rep-

resentation for a grammar consisting of wellformed-

ness conditions in a restricted multimodal language

can be found using standard methods for automatic

proof search in modal logic (so-called analytic la-

belled tableaux).

Notice that a CFTG representation is di�erent

from a translation into an equivalent production-

based grammar: A CFTG representation of a modal

logic grammar simulates the tableau rules in a

tableau construction. Therefore a parsing schema

for a CFTG representation of a modal logic gram-

mar G can be regarded as an online translation of G

into an equivalent production-based grammar (that

is, the translation is performed during the parsing

process).

6 Conclusion

Abstract parsing schemata based on CFTG separate

the description of parsing steps from that of gram-

matical properties, and thus o�er a clear and well-

de�ned interface between a parsing algorithm and

a grammar. Therefore abstract parsing schemata

should be seen as a step towards simplifying the de-

sign and development of parsing algorithms. More-

over, they provide a criterion for a precise classi�ca-

tion of parsing algorithms.

There are, however, clear limitations for the ap-

plicability of the method: We can obtain parsing

schemata by specialization from an abstract pars-

ing schema for all grammar formalisms that have

a CFTG representation. This excludes some gram-

mar formalisms that have become very popular for

the description of natural languages, such as linear

indexed grammars [3] and tree adjoining grammars

[6]. The development of parsing schemata for these

grammar formalisms is a nontrivial problem.
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